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Radar Development in Canada* 
FREDERICK H. SANDERSt 

Summary—A very brief outline is given of early developments 
f in the radar field up to the time of the arrival of the Tizard mission 
I in the United States in 1940. Descriptions are given of early radar 
development in Canada, followed by a brief outline of sets devel-ioped later by the National Research Council and produced by Re-
search Enterprises Limited. 

INTRODUCTION 

r 1 HE WORK of the early pioneers in the radar 

I field, both in Great Britain and the United States, 
has had much publicity, and it is not the purpose 

of this paper to repeat it in any detail. To the question, 
1 "Who was the fir4 in the radar field?" the only true 
answer is that many workers in many different fields 
contributed to the present advanced state of the art. 
i The use of bursts of energy for distance measurement 
dates back at least as far as the "toothed-wheel" experi-
ment of Fizeau and has been used extensively in the 
acoustic field for many years. Pilots of ships have been 
feeling their way through fog for generations by the use 
of blasts from their foghorns. The ultrasonic depth 
sounder and submarine detector are modern adaptations 
of this basic acoustic method. The work of Appleton on Ithe measurement of ionospheric heights and that of 
Breit and Tuve on radio pulses were all-important steps 
in the development of radar technique. 

Fig. 1—CH towers in England. This view is mainly of historical 
interest, since it was taken early in 1939. 

In the period preceding the war both British and 
American workers were independently pursuing ap-
proximately the same techniques at about the same 
time. In Great Britain it was Watson Watt and his Ra-
dio Research Board group who pressed radar, or RDF, 
development so successfully, while in the United States 
both Navy and Army laboratories were developing 
similar devices for specific applications. In the case of 

• Decimal classification: R537. Original manuscript received by 
the Institute, December 28, 1945; revised manuscript received, Oc-
tober 23, 1946. 
t National Research Council, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. 

the British, the extreme vulnerability of the British 
Isles to air attack lent impetus to the adoption of the 
system by the military authorities. We know now that 
as early as 1933 the British research group could not 
only detect aircraft at considerable distances through 
darkness, cloud, fog, etc., but, what is vastly more im-
portant, that they could determine accurately the loca-
tion of an unknown aircraft in three dimensions under 

these conditions. 

Fig. 2—Long-range ASV antennas installed on Royal Canadian Air 
Force aircraft in 1941. 

In the period intervening between 1934 and war, 
both the development and production of this new 
weapon were pursued intensively, with the result 
that by 1939 Britain had a fairly extensive chain of 
long-range warning stations along her coasts. As is now 
well-known, it was these "Chain Home" or CH stations 
which were later to foil Hitler's plans for the smashing 
of Britain by providing advance warning to the Royal 
Air Force, so that Churchill's famous "few" were al-
ways off the ground and waiting when the Luftwaffe ar-
rived. It is perhaps not so well known that the British 
had many other types of radar for air, ground, and naval 
use developed and, in many cases, in substantial pro-
duction. These included "ASV" for the detection of 
ships from patrol aircraft, "Al" for intercepting enemy 
fighters, "GL" for directing heavy antiaircraft bat-
teries, "CD" for coast-defense fire control, and "IFF" 
for identification. These sets all operated at wave-
lengths which, by modern radar standards, were rela-
tively long and in consequence somewhat limited in their 
application and effectiveness. They nevertheless played 
important parts in the early phases of the war. 

EARLY DEVELOPMENTS 

In early 1939, at the invitation of the British Gov-
ernment, Canada sent a group from the National 
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Research Council and the Royal Canadian Air Force to 
learn of a new and "most secret" weapon. Soon after the 
return of this group —actually before the declaration of 
war—the Services and the National Research Council 
had preliminary plans laid for the adaptation of radar 
to the defense of Canada. 
On its radio program the National Research Coun-

cil started in with four scientists and a half-dozen tech-
nicians—a group which was finally to grow to well over 
two hundred. Two main avenues of approach were un-
dertaken: first, the construction of specific sets for the 
Royal Canadian Air Force and the Canadian Army; 
second, the development of high-frequency radio tech-
niques and the modification of British constructional 
methods to North American practice. By the summer of 
1940, the National Research Council had an all-Canad-
ian radar installed at the entrance to Halifax harbor as 
an auxiliary to the underwater detecting devices al-
ready in operation. Many new circuits had already been 
developed, and 10-centimeter equipment was operating 
at the Metcalfe Road Field Station as early as March of 
that year. 

In August, 1940, a landmark in North American radar 
development was established by the arrival of the Tiz-
ard Mission. This was a group which included Sir Henry 
Tizard, Colonel F. C. Wallace, J. D. Cockcroft, R. H. 
Fowler, and others. The importance of this visit was as 
follows: 

(1) It marked the beginning of a pooling of British 
and American knowledge of the art. Britain contributed 
some revolutionary devices, such as the cavity magne-
tron and the "micropup" pulsed triode, plus a vast store 
of practical operational experience. The United States 
had the radar knowledge of the Naval Research Labo-
ratory and Camp Evans Signals Laboratory, plus such 
outstanding figures in high-frequency research as 
Southworth and Friis of Bell Telephone Laboratories, 
Barrow of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Hansen, the Varians, and many others. 
(2) A "Radiation Laboratory" was to be established 

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, an insti-
tution which was to expand until ultimately over 2000 
workers were engaged in microwave research and de-
velopment. 
(3) The British were to obtain the aid of the United 

States' vast mass-production capacity. 
(4) From the Canadian viewpoint it marked the start 

of a really large radar effort, as the British asked spe-
cifically for the National Research Council to develop— 
and Canada to build in quantity—a new antiaircraft 
set for the defense of Britain. As a result, the newly 
formed Crown company, Research Enterprises, Limited, 
intended originally to build only optical equipment, 
was expanded in scope to take care of radar manufac-
ture in Canada. 

A brief deviation from general history seems desira-
ble to cover the two first projects undertaken in Canada 
for the British, as these served to pave the way for Can-

ada's later extensive radar contribution. The first was 
the antiaircraft fire control or GL set referred to above; 
the second, an air-to-surface-vessel or ASV set requested 
at approximately the same time. 
The British had already in operation certain anti-

aircraft fire-control sets known as GL Mk. I and GL 
Mk. II. These were mobile Army units, designed to 
provide accurate data for the use of heavy antiaircraft , 
batteries. They provided very good range data, but be- ; 
cause of their relatively low frequencies, 50 to 70 mega- i 
cycles, their bearing accuracies were mediocre and their 
elevation data quite unreliable. It was obvious that a ' I 
set having highly directional antenna beams was re- i 
quired and, since the set had to be mobile, this meant a I 
very high radio frequency, probably in the thousands of 
megacycles. The General Service specifications called for 

Fig. 3— Accurate-position-finder (APF) unit of the GL III C, taken at 
Leaside in early 1942. 

a range accuracy of + 50 yards up to 18,000 yards, with 
azimuthal and elevation accuracies of +1 of 1 degree. 
This information was to be provided smoothly so that 
it could be used by existing mechanical antiaircraft pre-
dictors and, in addition, the set was to provide its own 
early warning up to 60,000 yards or so. 
The British cavity magnetron, which had been brought, 

over by Wallace and Cockroft of the Tizard Mission, 
together with the Bell Laboratories silicon-crystal 
mixer gave promise of a 10-centimeter radio-frequency 
system, but not even the British were prepared to say 
what antenna gains were required or what ranges, if 
any, were attainable with 10-centimeter radiation. As a 
result of Cockcroft's general outline of requirements, 
given in October, 1940, the Canadian GL—christened 
the GL III C—was started immediately. Certain defi-
nite decisions had to be made at once in order to get 
manufacture of the larger mechanical components in 
motion. 

• Since nothing was known then about the feasibility 
of putting microwaves through a rotating joint, it was 
decided that the accurate-position-finder or APF unit 
would consist of a power-driven rotatable cabin housing 

t3 
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ill the radio gear and supporting the antennas. The 
!arly-warning or zone-position-indicator unit (ZPI) was 
hosen as a 175-megacycle unit in a fixed trailer with 
I -otatable antenna. Two heavy trucks for towing pur-
: poses and for housing the Diesel power unit, cables, 
; spares, etc., completed the convoy. These mechanical 

Fig. 4—Zone-position-indicator (ZPI) unit of the GL III C, taken at 
Leaside in early 1942. 

In the case of the ASV, the requirement was to pro-
duce a set completely interchangeable with the British 
model without drawing in any way on Britain's precious 
stock of supplies or components. Working only from 
sketches made during the one-half day in late 1940 that 
a British prototype was available to them, Research 
Enterprises Limited engineers developed the required 
set using North American components almost exclu-
sively. To provide the essential British-type compon-
ents, such as the VT90 transmitting tube, low-loss 
"telcothene" cables, special Royal Air Force connec-
tors, etc., Canadian component manufacturers were 
called in and shortly were producing the required parts. 
A Research Enterprises Limited prototype of the set 
was ready in February, 1941, and by the early summer 
production models were being shipped. Some of these 
early models were rushed to the United States to serve 
as prototypes for United States manufacturers, and the 
well-known Philco ASE (Army SCR 521) was a close 
reproduction of the Research Enterprises ASVC or 

During the period immediately following the com-

pletion of the laboratory GL III C prototypes, the Na-
tional Research Council radio group expanded rapidly 
and was reorganized early in 1942 as the Radio Branch. 
The staff was divided into groupings for specific devel-
opment projects, and Navy, Army, and Air Force sub• 

divisions were established. 

• features "froze" much of the design before the end of 
; 1940, and before the New Year the radio designers were 
at work on the development of transmitter, receiver, 
antennas, transmission lines, sweeps, displays, inte-
• grators, electromechanical controls, etc. The story of the 
next few months is one of alternating pessimism and 
optimism. At times it was highly doubtful if the 10-cen-
timeter frequency would give the desired ranges. Very 
close contact was maintained with the Radiation Labo-
ratory, whose staff were getting equally uncertain re-
sults at 10 centimeters. A great deal of the work was of 
necessity carried on in the open fields of the Metcalfe 
Road Station during the rigors of an Ottawa winter. 
Frozen ears and stalled cars added spice of a sort. By 
March, however, it was definitely established that a 
Lockheed Hudson aircraft could be followed to 20,000 
yards and the GL III C became definitely a, microwave 
radar—the first of its type to be mass-produced in the 

world. 
A successful demonstration of the complete GL con-

voy was staged in June, 1941, for Canadian, British, and 
United States Services—a bare seven months after the 
first statement of detailed requirements. In December 
a second set was ready and was taken to England by 
National Research Council personnel. On the produc-
tion end, Research Enterprises Limited engineers were 
working feverishly and had a number of production pro-
totype sets ready for field trials early in 1942. 

NAVAL RADAR 

Following several early search sets operating in the 
200-megacycle region, the Navy group developed, at 

Fig. 5—The main rack and remote PPI of the RXF/268. 

very short order, a 10-centimeter shipborhe search 
radar very similar to the British Admiralty pattern 271 
set. This was manufactured on a small scale for the 
Royal Canadian Navy. It was succeeded by a 3-centi-
meter search set, the RXF/268, requested by the Brit-
ish Admiralty. This set was another instance where the 
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British placed full reliance on Canadian development 
and gave National Research Council and Research En-
terprises Limited full responsibility for developing an 
essential equipment. The RXF/268 was a compact but 
powerful search radar for small craft. While its antenna 
had an aperture of only 30 by 5 inches, its transmitter 
developed 50 kilowatts peak output and its search 
range on surface craft compared very favorably with 
that of much bulkier sets. An order for 2000 of these 
sets was placed by the Admiralty on Research Enter-
prises Limited, and of this order 1600 were actually 
manufactured. Early production sets were used by 
British motor-torpedo-boat craft in Channel operations 
and by larger craft for convoy duty on the North Afri-
can run. A certain number were modified by the attach-

ment of a larger antenna and proved very effective in 
detecting submarines equipped with the "Schnorkel" 
breathing apparatus. At the present time RXF/268 sets 

Fig. 6—The antenna and rotator unit of the RXF/268. 

are being used on both British and Canadian commer-
cial ships as a navigational aid, pending the develop-
ment of a civil marine radar. 

ARMY RADAR 

While the GL III C was under development, a smaller 
group had been working on a 200-megacycle coast de-
fense or CD set for the control of:heavy coastal bat-
teries. The Army group took over the final site installa-
tion of this radar and had it operating on the Eastern 
coast early in 1942. The set, which provided range data 
accurate to +50 yards and bearing data to +1/10 of a 
degree, promptly proved its worth by locating and di-
recting to safety several ships which were off-course and 
approaching rocks in heavy fog. While the set was never 
produced in quantity, it is estimated that many times 
its total development costs were recovered in shipping 
saved. 

The obvious advantages in antenna size which would 
result from a microwave frequency led immediately 
afterwards to the development of the CDX, a 10-centi-

meter model of the CD. This set made use of many of 
the GL III C chassis and components, thereby effecting 
a very material saving in manufacturing time and cost. 

Fig. 7—The antenna and radio-frequency section of the CDX coast-
defense radar set for control of coastal batteries. 

The CDX was equipped with its own "co-ordinate con-
vertor" which provided automatically the target loca-
tion as seen from the battery position. Another special 
feature was a method of detecting and reporting range 
and bearing of shell splashes without interrupting the 
smooth tracking of the target. This set was factory-
produced in small numbers and was installed at a num-
ber of coastal points. It was followed by a 10-centi-
meter versioh 'of the old ZPI (zone position indicator) 
of the GL III C. The microwave frequency eliminated 
most of the w(eaknesses of the 175-megacycle mode! —in 

Fig. 8—The display console of the CDX set. 

particular interference, ground clutter from large ob-
jects off the direct line of sight, and, to a great extent, 
jamming dangers. It was a quite unique set in two re-
spects: first, the antenna was a two-dimensional wave-
guide array steerable in the vertical plane; and second, 
it was almost completely "tropicalized," incorporating 
all hermetically sealed components, glass-braid wire 
sheathing, and other fungus-proof insulating materials, 
plus a built-in air-conditioning unit for the cab. 
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Concurrently with the development of the radars, 
interrogation equipments of the IFF Mk. III type were 
designed to suit each individual radar set. These were 1manufactured under the designation RH —RH6 for  
GL III C, RH7 for CDX, etc. 

AIR-FORCE RADAR 

Because of Royal Canadian Air Force policy in regard 
to airborne radar, this section devoted its efforts largely 
to long-range early-warning equipments for ground use. 
Starting with high-powered sets in the 3-meter fre-
quency region, the section shortly turned to microwave 

. s 

Fig. 9—Long-range early-warning station. The height-finding or 
VEB array can be seen on the side of the tower. 

frequencies and developed an MEW or microwave early-
warning radar on 10 centimeters. As the result of some 
excellent work at McGill University on slotted-wave-
guide antennas, the multidipolc type of antenna fav-
ored by the Radiation Laboratory was abandoned in 
favor of the slotted type, and a long-range radar was 
developed which gave ranges up to 150 miles or so on 
bomber aircraft. At about this time enemy submarines 
appeared in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and an intensive 
effort was made to produce a set suitable for locating 
submarines at long ranges from shore stations. The 
MEW was modified and became the MEW/AS, a 10-
centimeter set utilizing an 18-foot slotted wave guide 
at the focus of a 6-foot horizontal parabolic cylinder. 

The transmitter developed 300 to 400 kilowatts peak 
power and gave ranges quite satisfactory to the mili-
tary authorities. A number of these sets were rushed to 
completion in the model shops of the National Re-
search Council and were installed at various shore loca-
tions on the Gulf. Some of these sets are now in opera-
tion on a trial basis as airport control sets. 
The problem of height-finding on aircraft received 

a great deal of attention, and was solved in the earlier 
days of development by a 3-meter linear array mounted 
vertically on a 200-foot tower. This variable elevation 
beam (VEB) was steered by end-feeding the array and 
modulating the frequency. While operationally satis-
factory, it was discarded in favor of a microwave height 
finder, the MHF, which utilized a vertical slotted-wave-
guide antenna, scanned mechanically by an oil motor. 

RADAR PRODUCTION 

While the National Research Council's Radio Branch 
was expanding its research and development facilities, 

Fig. 10—Antennas of the RWG ground-control-interception 
radar set. 

the radar division of Research Enterprises Limited grew 
in a startling manner and soon had a strength of nearly 
4000 employees. In addition to mass production of 
National Research Council sets such as the GL III C, 
CDX, RXF/268, etc., Research Enterprises engineers 
undertook to adapt several British designs to North 
American components and practice. The RA or ASVC 
has already been mentioned. At the request of the 
Royal Canadian Air Force, Research Enterprises 
Limited produced a Canadian version (RW) of the 
British CHL (Chain Home for low-flying aircraft) and 
a dual-purpose set, the RWG, which combined the 
CHL with a ground-controlled-interception  (GCI) 
radar. This latter was a 175-megacycle set utilizing a 
large billboard array. By means of a second antenna 
array, fairly satisfactory height-finding was accom-
plished. This RWG set was supplied in quantity to the 
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Royal Canadian Air Force and to the United States 
Army Air Forces. In early 1942 several of these sets were 
rushed to the Canal Zone for warning and fighter-con-
trol use. 

Fig. 11—Photograph of a model of the RAW or SCR-602 radar pre-
sented to Lt. Col. W. E. Phillips, president of Research Enter-
prises Limited. 

An adaptation of the British LW (light-warning) 
radar was the RAW (SCR-602) which was rushed to 
completion for the United States Army and produced 
in quantity. The set was used quite extensively in the 
Pacific in the period when American manufacturers were 
striving to expand their own production facilities to 
meet the urgent demands of the Army and Navy. 
A request from the British Ministry of Aircraft Pro-

duction for a mobile GCI led to the construction at 
Research Enterprises Limited of a 50-centimeter inter-
ception-control set designated the RWM. This set used 
tilting 10-foot parabolic mirrors mounted on a small 
steel tower. All units, including transmitter, receiver, 
displays, interrogation equipment, antenna mountings, 
dual power units, and spares for six months' operation, 
made up a convoy of eight trucks, a unit which was self-
sufficient in all Sways. Some of these units reached 

Burma in early 1945, but the end of hostilities prevented 
the set from seeing active service in any quantity. 

CONCLUSION 

The foregoing gives a rough outline of the types of 
equipment developed and manufactured in Canada be-
tween 1939 and the summer of 1945. The Radio Branch 
of the National Research Council, aided by university 
and Service personnel, developed approximately a dozen 
types of radar which were actually mass-produced, plus 

Fig. 12—Mobile ground-control-interception set: the RWM convoy 
deployed for operation. The radar antennas are in the right fore-
ground with the IFF antenna in the background. 

twenty or so which were built in•small quantities in the 
laboratory shops to meet specific Service requirements. 
At the plant of Research ,Enterprises Limited nearly 
two hundred million dollars worth of radar was built 
and shipped to the fighting forces of the various United 
Nations. To quote a few of the larger contracts, Re-
search Enterprises Limited produced 065 GL III C's, 
665 RH6's, 4500 ASV's, 670 SCR-602's, 155 RWG's, 
1600 RXF/268's, 70 RWM's, and 7000 of the AYF 
radio altimeter. Of the total two hundred million dollar 
output, only the RCA-developed A F was of non-Cana-
dian design. While the manufacturing facilities which 
produced this notable output have naturally been re-
duced to suit peacetime requirements, the research staff 
of the National Research Council Radio Branch is con-
tinuing at approximately its wartime level. At the pres-
ent time it is engaged in both fundamental research and 
in the solution of specific postwar problems in air and 
marine navigation, ionospherics, cathode-ray direction 
finding, and ultra-high-frequency communication. 


